~ TRUE “VISION” ~
(Pt 6)
This amazing part of our anatomy is often referred to as the “Minds Eye” and rightfully so! The pineal gland functions
like an extremely powerful “radar array” when it is activated, thus allowing us to “SEE” with our MIND, instead of our
“eyes” and that is the path that allows our intuitions to take the front burner, which are tuned to the Universe and NOT
the illusion of material “reality” that our eyes are limited to...
Animals never lose their “instincts” but sadly, humans often do. The Bible says clearly, (Matt 11:25) “At that time Jesus
answered and said, I thank thee, O Father, Lord of heaven and earth, because thou hast hid these things from the wise
and prudent, and hast revealed them unto babes.” Clearly, when we are YOUNG, we are in “TUNE” with the voice
of our Creator... As we age, we are told it’s “impolite” to read peoples minds essentially, so the filter stack begins to take
shape and combined with the systematic poisoning of our pineal gland, many times never to emerge again sadly... This is
NOT what we were created to be!
Activating the pineal gland REOPENS the doorway to our higher state of being and restores us to our proper
function. When properly operating, anxiety and stress no longer makes sense to us as it unveils a level of true reality
that transcends temporal “selfish” thought processes! Gaining this new level of understand is a true game changer. It is
precisely this “radar” array that is the causal dynamic of telepathy, prophetic vision, telekinesis, ALL of the “clairs” and
many many more such things require this feature of ourselves in order to be accurate, focused, disciplined and carry the
due and proper intensity of all of these things separately and collectively....
Understanding these tenets makes is crystal clear those who seek this for the wrong reasons end up only unbuckling their
own minds, and usually irretreivably.... The LAST thing our Creator wants is to turn a monkey loose in a room with
a powder keg on one side and a candle in the other.... Needless to say, our intent must be honorable or we’re no better
than a child who’s just found a gun and ends up shooting THEMSELVES...
All of these various abilities work in concert to elevate our imagination, problem solving skills, deeper and far more
vivid dream states, even visionary in nature. The inherent danger is that this “stargate” opens yourself up to your true
nature and many have gone mad doing this as a result of being able to “SEE” into the Spirit realm and finding themselves
surrounded by demonic forces they have cultivated has broken many a corrupt mind attempting to do this. Practitioners
of Ayahuasca and other such “Spirit Molecule” journeys already know the doorways that open are merely clearer and
more complete versions of the very things within us and for those of you reading this, you know who you already are...
Another way to put this is that it is the “SCRATCH” that the unseen “ITCH” in ALL of us have, provided we are not
shallow and capricious. To them, live and let live.... It is not up to us to be the arbiters of Karma, albeit, many of us
already understand “Divine Providence/Protection” ALREADY... If these terms are alien to you, this journey is not
one you should consider. Awakening this force within us carries a responsibility to wield it properly and as the Scripture
says, “Unto whom much is given, much is expected.” (Luke 12:48)
In future installments, this material will be expanded into specific areas of uses and abilities...
Do NOT expect the “warnings” to go away however...
Highest Regards and Much Love,
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